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Institutionalizing Dualism: Complementarities and Change in France and Germany

Bruno Palier¹ and Kathleen Thelen²

Abstract
The French and German political economies have been significantly reconfigured over the past two decades. Although the changes have often been more piecemeal than revolutionary, their cumulative effects are profound. The authors characterize the changes that have taken place as involving the institutionalization of new forms of dualism and argue that what gives contemporary developments a different character from the past is that dualism is now explicitly underwritten by state policy. They see this outcome as the culmination of a sequence of developments, beginning in the field of industrial relations, moving into labor market dynamics, and finally finding institutional expression in welfare state reforms. Contrary to theoretical accounts that suggest that institutional complementarities support stability and institutional reproduction, the authors argue that the linkages across these realms have helped to translate employer strategies that originated in the realm of industrial relations into a stable, new, and less egalitarian model with state support.
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In the face of significant new challenges associated with changing international markets, increased competition in manufacturing, and the rise of services, many continental European political economies have been significantly reconfigured over the past two decades. Although the changes have often been more piecemeal than revolutionary, their cumulative effects have been profound.¹ Centralized collective bargaining has not
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broken down, but central contracts have delegated more and more issues to firm-based bargaining. Labor markets have not been deregulated wholesale, but the number of “atypical” or “nonstandard” employment relationships has risen sharply in recent years, as has the number of working poor. Welfare institutions and programs have not been scrapped but rather “recast”—though in ways that make them very distant from those that prevailed twenty or even just ten years ago. One of the most interesting features of these changes is that some of the most significant have occurred under the cover of a high degree of formal institutional stability, and many have been negotiated and “sold” politically as ways of preserving, not undermining, traditional arrangements and the kind of social order they reflect and represent.

This article tracks developments across three institutional arenas (industrial relations, labor markets, and social protection) in two important continental political economies, Germany and France. While some authors see developments in each of these realms as representing liberalization and a move toward the American model, we argue instead that both the politics and the outcomes point more toward the institutionalization of new forms of dualism—less harsh than the American model but also distinctly less egalitarian than before. In fact, we suggest that the very same cross-class coalitions that have allowed the continental European countries to avoid succumbing to liberalization have also helped to promote dualization. In both France and Germany, actors in the “core” economy have been relatively well positioned to defend traditional institutions and practices for themselves, but they are no longer able to serve the leadership functions they once did of providing crucial collective goods for all. Thus, while France and Germany have been able to resist outright liberalization, they appear at the same time and for the same reasons to be especially vulnerable to dualization.

Our dualization thesis draws some inspiration from theories from the 1970s and early 1980s, when a group of economists and political scientists identified trends toward labor market segmentation. Some saw these developments as a response on the part of capital to changes in technology and product markets, while others emphasized political motives and the effort to control the labor process by cultivating divisions within the working class. Either way, this literature focused on the micro level of firm strategies as employers responded to conditions of uncertainty emanating from the market or, in some cases, the upsurge in labor militancy in the 1960s. Some authors suggested cycles of change in which employers would pursue segmentalist strategies in tight labor markets but could be expected to abandon these strategies in periods of high unemployment and intensified product-market competition. In contrast to these previous accounts, we find that current trends point to a more durable new pattern based on a stable cross-class coalition, progressively institutionalized across successive institutional domains and increasingly underwritten by state policy.

More recent work on “dualization” incorporates the kind of macro political perspective we advocate here. The most prominent theory, by David Rueda, suggests that labor market insiders and outsiders have distinct (and in many ways contradictory) preferences with respect to labor market policy—with insiders preferring strong employment protections over more flexibility to ease the reentry of outsiders into the labor market and outsiders preferring the opposite. He argues that social democratic governments
pursue policies that promote the interests of insiders over those of outsiders and finds that corporatist arrangements that in principle should bridge the gap between the two—through unified representation of labor interests—do not increase social democrats’ propensity to bring the interests of outsiders on board.\(^8\)

While we agree with some aspects of Rueda’s analysis, we advance a different causal argument. To us, it is not clear that social democracy is, as Rueda contends, part of the problem (driving dualism), and, if anything, it appears to be part of the solution (to resisting it). A growing literature shows that dualist trends are far more pronounced in the continental European countries than in the Nordic countries, where social democratic parties are stronger and in some cases near hegemonic.\(^9\) Our alternative explanation thus emphasizes instead the political-coalitional underpinnings that drive political outcomes in France and Germany, including under governments of different stripes. The coalitional vantage point that we adopt here also allows us to see connections between the trends that Rueda observes in labor market policy and developments in realms that he does not explore—above all, industrial relations but also other aspects of social protection beyond those he considers.

In our view, the institutionalization of dualism has been tied up in the linkages—unexplored both in the earlier literature on labor market segmentation and in the current literature on insider–outsider cleavages—among industrial relations changes, labor market policy, and welfare state reforms. Here we rely on the political economy literature that has underlined the importance of “institutional complementarities” in the functioning of economic and social models. In both France and Germany, the core industrial sectors traditionally defined the “standard employment relationship” that established the benchmarks for other economic sectors in terms of wages and working conditions, labor contracts, and social protection. In Germany, the economic model was premised on large export firms in manufacturing (e.g., automobiles and machine tools); in France it was rooted in nationalized champions nationaux such as Renault and large public enterprises such as EDF (electricity) or SNCF (railways) that traditionally played the role of vitrine sociale (“social window,” i.e., providing a model for “good” social practices within companies). In both countries, the social partners from the manufacturing industry, unions from the public sector, and state policies contributed to the diffusion, generalization, and institutionalization of the standards set in these contexts to cover (almost) the whole population—directly for male wage earners and indirectly for their wives and families.

Some authors have suggested that the connections across related institutional realms operate as a stabilizing force since would-be reformers in one area will have to consider as well the costs of possible “collateral damage” to complementary institutions.\(^{10}\) In the political economy literature, for example, it has been argued that employers will be loath to undertake reforms in one arena if achieving the desired effects is contingent on adjustments in all other arenas as well.\(^{11}\) But most of these accounts also acknowledge the possibility of a reverse effect, essentially an unraveling, as changes in one area destabilize relations in others. This second possibility is, in fact, more consistent with what we observe in Germany and France. In these cases, tight coupling among institutional realms has been an important driver of change, as responses to emerging
pressures in one arena created new problems and thus inspired or indeed required reforms in adjoining policy arenas as well.\textsuperscript{12}

The basic sequence runs as follows: In both Germany and France, early responses to the economic crisis of the 1970s and 1980s were organized around saving the core manufacturing economy, which was the foundation for both the economic and the social model. This was accomplished by reducing the size of the workforce employed in the industrial sectors (the use of early retirement exploded in this period) and increasing the productivity among remaining workers through increased internal flexibility and intensification of work. As employers streamlined operations and outsourced less productive activities, they negotiated new kinds of company-based deals with the remaining workforce that traded job security against increased productivity.

This mode of adjustment, however, robbed the core industry of its ability to serve as lead for the rest of the economy. The side effect of these strategies of internal labor market closure was to create new types of jobs on the outside, contributing to the emergence of a secondary labor market made of (and for) various nonstandard employment relationships. State policy came to support and indeed solidify these developments by institutionalizing these new types of employment that operate according to different rules: more flexibility, less security. The term \textit{atypical jobs} implies that different rules apply. To the extent that such employment is considered “exceptional,” even as it grows, it is also not allowed to compete with the core sector (i.e., putting so much pressure on it as to compromise wages and security there).

The growth of the secondary labor market, in turn, generated financial and political pressure for the development of a secondary type of welfare protection. In systems—such as the German and French—that are premised on segregated risk pools, financed by social contributions paid by employees and employers (payroll and not general taxes), and where eligibility for benefits is based on past contributions,\textsuperscript{13} the increase in unemployment and in the number of jobs that are (partially) exempted from contributions was bound to undermine the financial basis of the traditional regime. This system was by definition not designed to finance the social protection of those who did not participate in the “normal” economy and contribute to the social insurance funds. Thus, in a third step, welfare reforms were developed that were premised on sharpening the line between social \textit{insurance} (for those who had paid their social contributions) and social \textit{assistance} and in-work benefits for those excluded from the normal labor market and for whom the state was asked to take responsibility.

Each of the next three subsections sketches out the major changes in these three central arenas of the German and French political economies. For each domain, we provide evidence of dualization processes and give an account of the political-coalitional dynamics that are driving them.

\section*{Industrial Relations: Local “Egoism” and the Erosion of Collective Bargaining}

Germany and France have always diverged sharply from one another in terms of the usual measures of labor organization and strength that matter for industrial relations
institutions. Germany’s organization rate, which peaked at around 35 percent in the 1970s, has since dropped to below 25 percent today, while France peaked at about 20 percent of the workforce in 1955 and is down to less than 10 percent currently.\(^\text{14}\)

The German labor movement has also been relatively centralized, featuring a few noncompeting multi-industrial unions, whereas French unions are notoriously fragmented along ideological lines. Nonetheless, in both countries, mechanisms were in place for much of the postwar period that provided for very high levels of collective bargaining coverage (at around 80 percent in both countries) as well as a relatively high degree of national-level harmonization of working conditions and wages.

In Germany, this effect was achieved through the pace-setting role traditionally played by the manufacturing sector. High levels of employer organization, combined with pattern bargaining led informally by the powerful Metalworkers Union (IG Metall), allowed Germany in the 1970s and even 1980s to emulate the outcomes of the “more corporatist” countries of Scandinavia.\(^\text{15}\) In France, by contrast, the state loomed larger in securing similar outcomes. In that country, high coverage and high harmonization were traditionally achieved through the lead role played by nationalized companies as well as the procedure d’extension—a tool that extends sector- or national-level agreements to all firms active within the industry or the country, even if they are signed by only a minority of the trade unions and employers’ associations.\(^\text{16}\)

In both Germany and France, however, the usual mechanisms for achieving harmonization or standardization have been severely compromised over the past three decades as a result of a shrinkage in the traditional “core” and an associated “inward turn” on the part of firms and sectors that once led the economy. In Germany, falling organization levels among workers and firms as well as an erosion in collective bargaining coverage have accompanied the decline of manufacturing employment. Union density among the actively employed (excluding retirees and unemployed) dropped in the West between 1980 and 2004 from 32.7 percent to 21.7 percent, primarily as a result of the decline of employment in manufacturing.\(^\text{17}\) Despite the shift in jobs away from industry, membership in German unions still largely reflects employment structures of the 1960s, with strongholds in manufacturing and low representation in services.\(^\text{18}\) The trends are similar on the employer side, where association membership among firms is low outside of manufacturing, so that collective bargaining coverage rates in emerging sectors are well below those in industry.\(^\text{19}\)

Major shifts in the structure of employment have also taken their toll on French unions. Employment declined in the industrial sector (from 25 percent of jobs in 1978 to 14 percent in 2006) as a result of both industrial decline and restructuring, including outsourcing of jobs to the service sector.\(^\text{20}\) But in addition, leading public companies (another union stronghold in France) were successively privatized, beginning in the mid-1980s and increasingly after 1993. Large industrial firms (e.g., Saint Gobain, Rhones Poulenc, Usinor Sacilor, and Pechiney) as well as banks and insurance companies had been sold off by the end of the 1990s. In the process, some of the key “models” of socially responsible companies such as Renault and, later, France Telecom and Gaz de France were progressively passed on to the private sector as the state’s shares declined. Unionization in France fell from 17 percent to less than 8 percent, while (as in Germany) the composition
of unions remained largely the same—with membership rates three times higher in big companies (public or private) than in small ones and two to three times higher in industry than in the service sectors (including services to industry).²¹

As the traditional core shrank, it also turned inward in ways that compromised the ability of leading firms and sectors to continue to play their traditional role of defining the level of wages and protection for all. Already in the first oil crisis, firms in both countries had begun pursuing more conservative hiring policies organized around protecting core skilled workers—who themselves also naturally sought protection from the consequences of the crisis. In Germany the Revised Works Constitution Act of 1972 strengthened local bargaining rights in ways that made layoffs more difficult, while in France a similar effect was achieved through a 1974 law that required “administrative authorization for firing.”²² In an important sense, these and subsequent legal innovations (including those designed by Left governments to strengthen unions) facilitated this “inward turn” by encouraging decentralized negotiations. In Germany, the 1972 legislation had empowered works councils in their negotiations with management, but it also and at the same time enhanced their autonomy vis-à-vis the overarching industrial unions. In the 1980s, the French government sought to strengthen unions by anchoring their position in firms with the Auroux Laws of 1983. This legislation famously backfired and wound up weakening unions by giving unorganized groups a boost,²³ at around the same time that a wave of privatizations was explicitly relieving large, former state-owned enterprises from their public responsibilities.²⁴ In both countries, these developments set the scene for local labor representatives to use their powers to participate in personnel policies organized around stabilizing employment for the current workforce while accommodating market fluctuations through the use of overtime and similar measures.²⁵

In Germany, the past twenty years have seen a massive growth in company-level pacts for employment and competitiveness negotiated with works councils (betriebliche Bündnisse zur Beschäftigungs- und Wettbewerbssicherung).²⁶ While there is nothing new in local bargaining per se, the kinds of deals that have emerged since the 1990s embody a new and clearly more segmentalist logic, involving trade-offs and compromises in which managers secure cost-saving concessions on working times and some aspects of company-level pay packages in exchange for increased job security.²⁷ Such deals compromise the willingness of these firms to play the roles traditionally assigned to them in national-level bargaining, and solidarities broke down rather dramatically in the 1990s—on both sides of the class divide. In 1995, for example, the position of the powerful Metal Employers’ Association (Gesamtmetall) collapsed when plant managers proved unwilling to disrupt relations with their local works councils, refusing to heed the association’s call for a lockout.²⁸ In 2003, it was labor that suffered the key defections, as works councils in the West were unwilling to continue striking for gains that would redound to the benefit of workers in the East.²⁹

More generally, a divide has opened up within the labor movement between unions representing workers with different skill levels and different levels of organization. These divisions are manifest among other things in debates over the introduction of a
statutory minimum wage. The German Food and Restaurant Workers’ Union (NGG)—representing poorly organized workers with low skills—for more than a decade now has supported the introduction of a statutory minimum wage, and by 2004 Germany’s new (and more encompassing) United Service Sector Union (ver.di) was also in favor. However, manufacturing unions still enjoy considerable market power and oppose a minimum wage, fearing it would compromise bargaining autonomy and put downward pressure on wages in their sectors. The stronger unions are joined in their opposition to a statutory minimum wage by the main employer confederations, the German Employers’ Association (BDA), and the Confederation of German Industries (BDI).

In France, industrial downsizing and widespread privatizations across a broader range of sectors have similarly undermined trade unions’ capacity to negotiate favorable deals to cover a majority of workers. In the past, unions relied on strikes or government action to settle conflicts at the industry level and establish a relatively high and uniform level of wages and working conditions. Now, however, “the French model of industrial relations appears increasingly oriented to outcomes that are negotiated and debated at the level of the firm rather than the sector.”

Where state enterprises used to establish a model for emulation, new privatized companies operate under a different governance structure and are centrally preoccupied with firm profitability. Concern for “public duties,” for example, with regard to “social” wages, has been removed, leading large privatized firms to increase productivity by all means. The idea of channeling state social policy through its public companies has been progressively dismantled. Instead, each private firm defines and negotiates internally its own policy, often combining outsourcing and streamlining (by removing the least productive workers) with increased productivity and security for the remaining employees.

France continues to maintain a relatively high statutory minimum wage, and this has prevented strong wage dispersion among regular full-time employees. However, as Michel Lallemand notes, other forms of remuneration now play a bigger role in take-home pay. In the previous (Fordist) model, “every job was linked to a coefficient included in salary scales that had been negotiated by unions and employers at the sectoral level. . . [But] since the 1980s . . . the range of wages has increased as firms have added different bonuses to a basic wage.” Moreover, divergence has also occurred on a variety of other issues. As Pepper Culpepper notes, “The French political economy has seen the strongest individual employers (large firms) and the strongest individuals (public elites and managers) rely increasingly on their individual market power to improve their relative position.” Industry bargains appear no longer to place a floor on local negotiations, as “a set of legal exemptions first introduced in the 1980s steadily eroded the primacy of the sectoral level, capped by a 2004 law on social dialogue which reinforced the autonomy of firm-level bargainers in almost every domain save wages.”

The compulsory minimum wage has also not impeded the emergence of a divide between workers that remained within large firms and secured favorable deals through local bargaining and outsourced workers in smaller firms or employed under atypical working contracts, whose protection and working conditions have deteriorated. In
fact, in large manufacturing firms, buying cheaper labor from the outside has progressively replaced hiring staff to perform services such as cleaning, security, recycling, and transportation. As INSEE (Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques) shows, the share of services bought by firms multiplied by 2.5 between 1959 and 2006 to become the fourth largest category of intermediary expenditure.39

Legislation in the 1990s on working-time reduction in France was also important in widening the gap between firms with different organization levels and union bargaining capacities. Each law on working-time reduction (starting in 1993 with the Robien laws and ending with the Aubry II law in 2000) called for local negotiations. In large industrial firms and the public sector—where unions maintain a presence—the typical deal was to trade working-time flexibility and increased productivity for job security, while in small firms and low-skill service sectors, working arrangements and conditions have deteriorated and external flexibility has increased.40 Thus, while high-skill and white-collar workers were able to translate working-time reduction into much-appreciated improvements in work and life quality, lower paid and less skilled workers suffered income losses, more variable schedules, and intensified work.41

In short, in both Germany and France, industrial restructuring in the 1980s and 1990s mainly involved shoring up the competitiveness of core sectors by reducing the size of the workforce and increasing the productivity of the remaining workers. Massive use in both countries of early retirement allowed for a relatively orderly retreat, even if the departure of older workers did not—as advertised—make room for younger workers so much as it stabilized the remaining jobs whose inhabitants were also expected to work harder and more flexibly than before.42 Contrary to accounts that mostly emphasize conflicts between labor and capital, some of the more destabilizing trends in German and French industrial relations, in fact, involved an intensification of cooperation between managers and workers in leading firms (in Germany’s manufacturing sector and in France’s large companies, both privatized companies and also those in the remaining state sector), which, however, complicated rather than reinforced coordination at higher levels.43 Contra Rueda, this was not the work of Social Democrats protecting insiders; instead, it was the unanticipated working out of developments in collective bargaining, some of which had been designed to empower—not weaken—organized labor. However, in both Germany and France, we can see that the structures put in place in the 1970s and early 1980s to enhance labor’s voice at the plant level ironically provided ideal vehicles for fueling trends toward dualism when economic hard times hit.

Labor Market Reforms: The Institutionalization of a Secondary Labor Market

Achieving competitiveness through increased productivity and internal flexibility made it difficult to continue to align working standards for the less skilled with those of more productive workers in the core. Government policy responded to but also solidified the new and increasing divide that was emerging in the labor market between different
types of jobs. Reforms did not impose a unified flexibilization for all, as theories of general liberalization would argue. In fact, the labor market reforms did not really touch the status of core workers in either country, so those in “normal employment” relationships continue to enjoy multiple protections. In Germany the safeguards include various legal stipulations as well as provisions in collective contracts that protect, especially, older workers and employees with long tenure. In addition, large and well-unionized companies feature very strong works councils with significant rights in the area of plant personnel policy. In France initiatives in the mid-1980s (under the Chirac government of 1986–88) removed mandatory prior authorization for collective dismissals on economic grounds (which, as noted above, had been in place since 1974). However, as soon as Mitterand was reelected in 1988, the Rocard government reinstated protections for regular workers by introducing a new requirement, the “social plan,” which again extended the role of the public administration and then courts of justice in controlling economic dismissals. In 1993, this requirement was reinforced by a further law that required social plans to contain detailed provisions concerning the workers to be dismissed.

However, one of the consequences of the stabilization of employment in this shrinking core was to drive a general outsourcing of certain functions that were formerly performed within large companies to smaller firms that could make use of more flexible forms of employment. These trends, along with the progressive expansion of a broad range of services (e.g., construction, restaurants, goods delivery, child care, and elder care), have fueled the rise of a secondary labor market, characterized by “non-standard” work contracts and lower standards (for pay, working conditions, and social protection). Thus, alongside the stable and still well-protected jobs, various forms of “atypical” employment have been on the rise in both countries over the past two decades. While trade unions have successfully resisted major changes in employment protection for core workers, they experienced growing pressure to accept increased flexibility for other types of jobs.

In Germany, the increase in “atypical” jobs dates back to the mid-1980s, but their numbers have increased steadily since the late 1990s, even as their pay and benefits have declined relative to “regular” employees. Reforms in the 1980s and 1990s relaxed restrictions on the use of agency workers, whose maximum terms were successively extended, up from three months in 1972 to twelve months by 1997 before the limit was abolished altogether in 2003. Restrictions on fixed-term contracts were likewise eased in reforms in 1985 and 1996, so that employers can now offer contracts for up to twenty-four months without special justification. In Germany, the use of temporary workers (negotiated with works councils) is providing flexibility in key industries. Of the workforce at the Mercedes-Benz factory in Wörth, for example, almost 10 percent consists of temps; at another auto plant, the proportion is nearly one-third (29 percent).

Other forms of atypical work (particularly the so-called mini-jobs) flourish in the less unionized service sector and at the service of the core sectors, as manufacturing enterprises increasingly outsource peripheral, low-productivity jobs such as maintenance or cleaning to this more flexible labor market. Mini-jobs refer to low-level, part-time
work that is not fully covered by social insurance contributions. These jobs have been around a long time. In the past, these positions were occupied by students, housewives, and others who were covered through derived benefits and who preferred very low working hours and, in any event, did not rely on such jobs as primary sources of income or benefits. Because the holders of these jobs were covered in other ways, this type of employment was traditionally exempt from all contributions up to a threshold of earnings (in 1998 the limit was DM630). Employees paid no payroll taxes at all, and for their part employers paid a lump-sum tax amounting to 20 percent of the worker’s earnings—though they often passed this on to the workers, who in many cases were tax exempt (being high schoolers, university students, or retirees). As nonwage labor costs grew in the 1980s and 1990s, employers found this arrangement increasingly attractive, and as a result the number of such jobs increased well beyond the originally intended clientele.

Over the course of two reforms (1999 and 2002), the Red–Green government under Gerhard Schröder “regularized” but also promoted the growth of these forms of work. The 1999 legislation replaced the employer tax with employer contributions into the social insurance funds amounting to 22 percent of gross earnings (without, however, requiring matching contributions on the part of the worker). The 2002 legislation followed this same formula (unmatched employer contributions) while also (1) raising the threshold of earnings for mini-jobs (to a maximum 400 Euro per month), (2) eliminating a previous limit of fifteen hours per month, and (3) allowing mini-jobs as second jobs, something that had not been possible under the 1999 legislation. Employers had criticized the first reforms (the switch to contributions) as overly bureaucratic, but they welcomed the later changes that lifted the earnings threshold and eased other restrictions.

The politics on the labor side were more complex. Service-sector unions had sought to limit mini-jobs altogether and instead to promote regular part-time work (with full benefits and subject to the usual matched employer–worker contributions). Manufacturing unions were also opposed to contribution-free, cheap mini-jobs but mostly because they worried about having to support mini-jobbers out of their own dwindling social insurance reserves. The solution crafted by the government, in fact, sought to address the crisis of the social insurance funds by maintaining mini-jobs but replacing the previous tax on employers with employer contributions to the funds. This measure, according to a spokesman for the ruling Social Democratic Party (speaking at the time of the debates on the 1999 reform), would bring desperately needed DM10 billion into the strapped insurance funds. These additional resources, he noted, were “urgently needed” to avert another increase in social contributions on standard, full-time jobs (which otherwise would be “nearly unavoidable”) and necessary as well to avoid a “zero round for retirees.”

The rub was that most mini-jobbers would not themselves see much of these benefits because while they carry health insurance coverage through the public system, they are not entitled to unemployment insurance, and the pension entitlements on these mini-jobs are trivial, being tied to income on what are, by definition, very low
earnings.\textsuperscript{57} However, once the new proposals came out that tapped low-wage work to \textit{replenish} the social insurance funds, the major manufacturing unions sat back. Neither the metalworkers nor the chemical workers unions submitted position papers on the final (1999) bill in parliamentary hearings, and mostly they stayed quiet in the press as well, with the notable exception of the metalworkers union, which, after the passage of this first law, “welcomed” the new regulations as a way of moving beyond the shadow economy and stabilizing the social insurance funds.\textsuperscript{58}

Since 1999, the growth of mini-job employment has been substantial, increasing from about 2 million in 1991 to 4.7 million in 2005, and this does not include another 1.7 million mini-jobs as secondary employment (the increase in the latter coming strongly after the 2002 legislation).\textsuperscript{59} As these jobs have grown most rapidly in the service sector, there is a strong gender component to these developments.\textsuperscript{60} The growth of atypical work has opened new possibilities for women to enter the labor market, and participation rates have increased noticeably (by 8 percent age points between 1995 and 2007).\textsuperscript{61} While some research has shown that certain forms of atypical employment (e.g., fixed-term contracts) can serve as a bridge to permanent jobs in Germany,\textsuperscript{62} this is not true for mini-jobs (which are far more prevalent in general, and among women in particular).\textsuperscript{63} Some women’s groups argued strongly against the expansion of “benefit-weak” mini-jobs in 1999.

However, in a context like the German one, which is characterized by a long tradition of male breadwinners and derived benefits, these developments also activate conflicts of interest among women who participate in the labor market for different reasons and on different terms.\textsuperscript{64} While single-mother mini-jobbers in Germany would benefit from a regularization of benefits, many of them work alongside other women who already enjoy benefits through their insider husbands and are simply supplementing family income. The latter are objectively identical in terms of their labor market situation, but \textit{politically} they are often part of the (manufacturing-based) coalition to preserve the transitional system—correctly perceiving that the prospects for defending the status and positions of their insider husbands are far more promising than are the prospects for securing new rights and benefits for mini-jobbers in a context of severe fiscal strain. Such tensions come through clearly in parliamentary debates, where representatives of key service-sector unions (e.g., retail trade and the hospitality industries, in which women are heavily employed) worried openly about the incentives many female employees face in a context in which mini-jobs (being contribution free on the worker side) in many cases yield higher take-home pay than regular part-time work. Related to this, representatives of unions and women’s groups expressed concern about perverse incentives with respect to wage increases, whereby mini-jobbers could fear increases that would take them above the upper earnings limit attached to mini-jobs and push them into an employment zone (subject to contributions) that would drastically reduce their take-home pay. So the expansion of the low-wage sector in Germany has certainly increased both incentives and opportunities for women to become more active in the labor market, though mostly the
legislation has been structured in ways that do not reduce—and in some ways reinforce—dependence on male breadwinners.

In France as well, the number of “atypical” working contracts and jobs has expanded massively over the past three decades. In 1970, atypical jobs (including fixed-term, part-time, and agency jobs) represented just 3 percent of all employment, but this figure had jumped to more than 25 percent by 2007. Most strikingly, perhaps, 70 percent of the new job contracts are currently “atypical.”

Even as developments in the late 1980s and early 1990s reinforced protections for those in standard employment relationships, other reforms promoted the use of new fixed-term, temporary, or agency work and part-time contracts. In 1985, the socialist government passed a law that eased restrictions on fixed-term contracts. This measure was followed by an ordinance in August 1986 (this one passed by the conservative government of Chirac) that enabled firms to hire temporary workers for their normal activities and also extended the maximum term to two years. Employer contributions for these jobs are especially low to encourage the participation in the labor market of young people (younger than age twenty-five). The socialist government of Michel Rocard, named by François Mitterrand after his reelection in 1988, did not reverse these trends and kept the reforms virtually intact.

As a result of such policies, atypical work of all varieties has been on the rise. The share of agency workers in the total workforce increased from 0.6 percent in 1982 to 2.5 percent in 2001 and 2.2 percent in 2005, which translates to 585,700 such jobs (full-time equivalent). On average, during the 2000s, about 10.0 percent of the French car industry’s workforce was temporary workers. Fixed-term contracts have also risen from 4.7 percent of total employment in 1985 to reach a peak of 12.5 percent in 1996. In 2007, such contracts represented 8.5 percent of total employment (11.1 percent for women and 6.3 percent for men). Part-time work has also grown, from 10.9 percent of total employment in 1985 to 11.9 percent in 1990, 15.5 percent in 1995, and 16.6 percent in 1997. By 2007, 17.2 percent of the employed were working part-time (30.2 percent of women and 5.7 percent of men).

In France, another important source of atypical employment growth has taken place through an increase in state-subsidized jobs since the early 1980s. Starting in 1982 with Travaux d’utilité collective and then Contrats emplois solidarités, followed in the late 1990s by the emplois jeunes, and then CIVIS (contrat d’insertion dans la vie sociale) in the early 2000s, there have been around thirty different types of these subsidized jobs (called contrats aidés in French). The number of subsidized, fixed-term, low-paid jobs for low-skilled workers peaked in 2005 at around 500,000. In its “Rapport Annuel,” the French Cour des comptes states that in 2004, 7.3 billion were spent on these jobs, to which one should add the social contribution exemption of 17 billion for the low-paid “normal” jobs.

In France, the creation of these jobs was part of the government’s “insertion policies” (politiques d’insertion) whose official goal was to enable the unskilled young and long-term unemployed to remain in the mainstream of society by providing a minimum income in exchange for some kind of activity, be it work or training. In
contrast to the protected, permanent workers who were well represented by the trade unions, the young and the long-term unemployed represented a weak, poorly organized constituency. Thus, targeted programs were the favorite policy instruments for implementing active labor market policies since the late 1980s, allowing various governments to avoid direct confrontation with the representatives of the more permanent segment of the labor force while allowing them to present subsidization as the price to be paid for job creation in the low-skill service sector.74

Increases in all these new forms of employment stand against virtually stagnant “regular” employment. Looking across a range of different types of atypical work, Lallemand observes, “Between 1990 and 2000, people employed with a short-term contract grew by 60 percent, those who benefited from a training period or special contracts with public financing, by 65 percent, and temporary workers by 130 percent. During the same period, employment in ‘regular’ jobs increased by only 2 percent. The victims of the kind of flexibility [represented by new forms of atypical work in France] are mainly found among youth, women, and groups with lower skill populations.”75

As in Germany, we see strong resistance in French unions to a general flexibilization of the labor market—especially with respect to regulations governing hiring and firing—but tacit support for the development of cheaper and more flexible jobs on the periphery through the relaxation of conditions for the use of fixed-term contracts, part-time, and agency work. In a detailed analysis of what he calls “dual reforms,” Johan Bo Davidsson analyzes the position of French employers and unions. He shows that since the early 1980s, employers pushed for more flexibility on the French labor market, and unions resisted this general trend, while however accepting in “pre-negotiations” legislation that allowed more flexibility on the margins of the labor market.76

For instance, in 1983, when the social partners agreed to negotiate on labor market changes, increasing flexibility was high on the agenda. Trade unions, however, made it clear that they would not accept a repeal of the legislation concerning administrative authorization of layoffs. Instead, employers obtained a protocol agreement that proposed that the duration of fixed-term contracts would be extended from six or twelve months to eighteen months, along with an expansion of the terms under which hiring on such contracts could be justified (e.g., for the unemployed, no justification was required). Under the agreement, the duration of agency-work contracts was also to be expanded from six months to twelve months in certain cases. The protocol agreement was not adopted in the end, but as Davidsson notes, the negotiations had already made it “clear that the unions did not regard a softening of the regulations surrounding temporary work as a threat to the droits acquis.”77 In 1985, when the socialist government did, in fact, pass two pieces of legislation on flexibility (relaxing the regulation on temporary work and allowing companies more flexibility on working time),78 it secured the implicit consent of the unions for these measures in exchange for further working-time reduction.

In 1986, unions opposed the right-wing government that repealed administrative authorization for layoffs and in 1988 supported Michel Rocard, who introduced a social plan requirement in the case of collective dismissals. They did not, however, ask for a
reversal of all the new flexibilities at the margins of the labor market that had been created over the previous several years. As later examples analyzed by Davidsson also show, each time flexibility and employment protection were discussed, “when the unions have had the possibility to influence reforms they have prioritized to defend the employment protection legislation for regular workers and have instead agreed on the introduction of flexibility at the margins, in the form of easing the regulations concerning temporary employment, and thereby creating a dual reform.”

One could argue that the increase in contingency is beneficial if it enhances mobility in the labor market and if people who start in temporary jobs end up with full-time employment. Gazier and Petit review several panel surveys to test this hypothesis and find that in France workers in short-term work contracts are trapped in this situation. As in Germany, there is a strong gender component, as women fill most part-time jobs (80 percent) and as 30 percent of women are working part-time (of whom 30 percent declare they would rather work more hours). Low-skilled young people find it more difficult than before to get an open-ended contract. Recent studies have also shown that migrants (especially of North African origin), often unskilled, are much more affected than others by contingency and atypical jobs, and children of immigrants, despite having French nationalities, continue to encounter difficulties in the labor market. By contrast, average job tenure in the core economy has been rising slowly in France since the 1980s, reaching levels (eleven to twelve years) similar to those in Germany and Sweden. “This stability suggests that more and more well protected workers stay longer in their enterprise (possibly fearing the consequences of a mobility decision), while another group of less favoured workers is trapped into a circuit and alternate unstable jobs and spells of unemployment.”

Even the policies providing for state-subsidized jobs and associated with government “insertion” efforts are seen to have contributed to reinforcing dualism rather than reducing it. As Gazier and Petit note, “The results of [these] policies have been quite deceiving. They range from the successful integration into regular jobs for more and more skilled workers to persisting high levels of unemployment and a wide zone of situations intermediate between work and welfare, situations which tend to be durable, notably for the less skilled and less favoured workers.” In this way, the multiplication of subsidized (but poorly paid) jobs for a specific (low-skilled) population—while clearly generating employment for significant numbers of French outsiders (mainly women and young workers of foreign origins)—has also contributed to increased segmentation of the labor market.

In sum, Ebbinghaus and Eichhorst’s conclusions with respect to recent developments in German labor market policy echo French experts’ conclusions on the French situation: “Labour market institutions foster a dual labour market with high security and stability at the core and higher turnover and instability at the margin. In order to enhance labour market flexibility without threatening the stability of regular employment, gradual reforms fostered atypical employment.” This pattern—division of labor markets (internal flexibility and work intensity but job security for the insiders, labor market flexibility and lower standards for the others)—seems to represent a
typical continental answer to the new economic context and has had important implications for welfare policy, to which we now turn.

The Dualizing Dynamic of Welfare Reforms in France and Germany

In both France and Germany, responses to the economic crisis of the 1970s and 1980s created a vicious cycle in which increasing numbers of inactive workers had to be supported by fewer active workers, driving up nonwage labor costs (in both cases to more than 40 percent of gross wages) and dampening job creation. A core problem in both countries was the growing number of workers who had not and would not make contributions into the system in proportion to what, under the existing laws, they would likely be drawing out of the system. In both countries, this applied to the increasing number of long-term unemployed as well as the growing numbers of atypical workers just discussed. In Germany, these numbers also included significant numbers of workers in East Germany, who did not have contribution records but were heavily supported under the existing laws.

In this context, the search for solutions to stabilize the Bismarckian insurance-based model came increasingly to focus on “clarifying” the line between occupational insurance/contributory benefits and nonoccupational/noncontributory benefits—with the idea that the state should take more responsibility for the latter. The result has been to produce residual, income-tested, and in-work benefits for some, with continued contributory benefits (albeit lower) for insiders that can be supplemented through collective bargaining or firm-level deals. Thus, while those with full-time permanent jobs continue to be insured, more people must now rely on other types of social protection than typical social insurance. These flat-rate assistance benefits, usually financed by taxation and run by the state, are targeted to the excluded. We deal first with the changes in France since that is where developments in this field started earliest.

The period between winter 1982 and spring 1984 was one of intense public conflict over unemployment insurance in France. But it was also a period during which an implicit compromise was being negotiated among the unions, employers, and the government over a way of adapting policy to an emergent preoccupation with fiscal austerity. This compromise respected the Bismarckian heritage of UNEDIC (Union nationale pour l’emploi dans l’industrie et le commerce, unemployment insurance managed by the social partners) but reinterpreted it in a manner compatible with cost containment, if not—initially—retrenchment. The idea was to better distinguish between the sphere of insurance (benefits financed through social contributions and managed by UNEDIC) and the sphere of “solidarity” (benefits financed through taxes and managed by the state). An agreement signed by the social partners on February 24, 1984, excluded those with the shortest contribution records from any entitlement to unemployment insurance benefits.

The restriction, and then retrenchment, of unemployment insurance was negotiated in exchange for the state taking over responsibility for benefits that had previously been financed out of social contributions and managed by UNEDIC. The creation of
state-managed, tax-financed unemployment assistance benefits—the *Allocation Spécifique de Solidarité* for the long-term unemployed and the *Allocation d’Insertion* for labor market entrants—was the explicit compensatory measure agreed by the then-Socialist Minister of Finance Pierre Bérégovoy in the protocol agreement of January 1984, a concession that allowed the social partners to arrive, one month later, at an acceptable compromise over the reform of unemployment insurance. Relieving UNEDIC of certain responsibilities while simultaneously confirming the position of contribution-financed, social-partner-managed unemployment insurance as the principal instrument of French labor market policy, this quid pro quo was enough to help the social partners agree on the limited cuts decided at this time.90

Due in part to these reforms, the number of “excluded people” increased to become one of the most pressing social issues of the late 1980s. To cope with new social problems that social insurance was unwilling and unable to deal with, governments have been developing new policy instruments, with reference to new social policy goals. The creation of the RMI (*Revenu Minimum d’Insertion*) is the most important of these new social benefits. This noncontributory scheme, meant for persons with no or very low income (in some cases having exhausted their right to unemployment insurance), was introduced in December 1988; it guarantees a minimum level of income-tested differential benefits to anyone aged twenty-five or older. RMI benefits are attached to an activation dimension, in the form of a contract between the recipient and “society.” Recipients must commit themselves to take part in some reinsertion program, as agreed in a contract cosigned by a social worker. The program can involve intensified searching for employment, undertaking vocational training, or participating in activities designed to enhance the recipient’s social autonomy.

When it was created, this new benefit was supposed to be delivered to 300,000 to 400,000 people. However, by March 2009, 1.13 million persons were receiving RMI (with a peak in 2006 at 1.3 million),91 which means that fully 3 percent of the French active population has become involved. Besides RMI, France now has eight other social minimum-income benefit programs. More than 10 percent of the French population is currently receiving one of these.92 Thus, through the development of new social policies and minimum income benefits, part of the French social protection system is now targeting specific populations and using new instruments (income-tested benefits delivered according to need, financed through state taxation, and managed by national and local public authorities) and relying on a new logic (to combat social exclusion instead of guarantee income and status maintenance).93

The creation of these assistance schemes eased cuts in the unemployment insurance system itself. Each time retrenchments were introduced, more people were shifted from insurance benefits to social assistance. Exemplary of this trend is the 1992 unemployment insurance reform, which was accomplished through an agreement between one trade union (CFDT) and the employers’ association. The reform replaced all previous unemployment insurance benefits with a new one, the *Allocation Unique Dégressive* (AUD), with benefits paid only for a limited amount of time and with support levels declining over time according to a mechanism called “degressivity.”94 Such arrangements were designed not to undermine the traditional insurance-based system but
rather shore it up by strengthening its basic principle, “contributivity.” Once an unemployed person’s insurance benefits expire entirely (after thirty months), he or she must rely on tax-financed income-tested benefits. As AUD was delivering smaller benefits for a shorter period, the minimum-income benefits increasingly functioned as a safety net for the long-term unemployed.

Overall, this whole “clarification” process has reinforced the distinction between workers who are still linked to the core labor market (even if temporarily unemployed) and those who are moving away from it, for whom assistance and in-work benefits have been created. To improve the incentives to return to the labor market, the Jospin government in 2001 created a tax credit, called *Prime à l’emploi*, which is a negative income tax for low-paid jobs (in-work benefits). With that, a totally new rhetoric (unemployment trap, work disincentive) and a new type of social policy instrument (working-family tax credit) have been imported into the world of poverty alleviation in France. In the same vein, in 2003, the Raffarin government wanted to increase incentives to work by transforming the RMI into RMA (*revenu minimum d’activité*) for those having benefited from RMI for two years. 95 Since June 2009, a new scheme, called *Revenu de solidarité active* (an income given to those entering subsidized low-skill, low-paid jobs) is planned to progressively replace RMI.

Like the French system, the German social insurance system became untenable in the 1990s due in large part to the staggering costs of supporting the early retired and the unemployed (particularly in the East). The division of labor between social insurance funds (administered by social partners) and state assistance became increasingly blurred and ultimately broke down, de facto, as the government was repeatedly called on to bail out the insurance funds on a massive scale. 96 In the mid-1990s the Center–Right government carried out a series of reforms that first cut sick pay and then pension benefits, but the Red–Green government that came to power in 1998 revoked these measures. Meanwhile, ongoing fiscal crisis drove the search for new solutions, as efforts at achieving a negotiated solution foundered.

The Red–Green government’s solutions to these problems mirrored those adopted in France, drawing a sharper line between those who will be supported by insurance funds and on a contributory basis and those who slip outside this system and into state-financed, income-tested assistance. As the head of the Federal Chancellery (and Minister in Charge of Special Tasks) under the first Schröder government put it, “Social assistance should be concentrated on the neediest, and the line between contribution- and tax-based benefits should be drawn more sharply.”97 The most comprehensive measures in this direction were undertaken in the so-called Hartz reforms, of which Hartz IV is the most directly relevant in this context. Before Hartz IV, there were three levels of assistance: unemployment insurance (benefits related to earnings), unemployment assistance (lower benefits, but still earnings related), and social assistance (means tested). Hartz IV brought two important changes: one was to reduce the duration of unemployment insurance (for older workers, from previously thirty-two months to eighteen months, for other workers down to twelve months); the second was to do away with the middle tier of unemployment assistance altogether and instead merge this with social assistance (geared not toward status or income maintenance but basic poverty
alleviation). In other words, under Hartz IV, workers who exhaust their unemployment insurance benefits drop immediately to flat-rate income-tested social assistance.98

The merging of unemployment assistance and social assistance produced a new benefit type—the so-called unemployment benefit II, _Arbeitslosengeld II_ (ALG II), which is designed for those of employable age who are “able to work” (and therefore also obliged to seek employment). The logic of ALG II is distinct from the system of unemployment insurance (ALG I) that continues to cover workers with sufficient contributions, at least through shorter bouts of unemployment. As Karl Hinrichs puts it, “Only the unemployed with no prior or insufficient _ALG I_ entitlements are dependent on the flat-rate benefit [in 2007, of 347 Euro per month] from the very start [of their claim]. _ALG II_ is not merely a basic security scheme for the registered unemployed: rather, it is designed to serve all needy people of working age. As with social assistance before, _ALG II_ may be paid as an in-work benefit if income from employment is too low to meet the needs of the household.”99

Hartz IV is often characterized as part of a straight neoliberal offensive visited on the German working class by a social democratic government that had abandoned tripartism and embraced unilateralism as the only way forward. And while it does seem clear (contra Rueda) that insiders also lost in the reform,100 the politics were actually a good bit more complicated and played into the divisions that previous developments in industrial relations and labor market policy had generated. The very strong employment protections cited above meant that workers in large core firms were not likely to become unemployed in the first place, and skilled workers (particularly in the West) are highly unlikely to stay unemployed for more than a year.101 This accounts for why centrist unions such as the chemical workers union (classically representing highly skilled workers with stable employment) have overall been more willing to work with the government on these sorts of reforms.102

Other manufacturing unions such as the metalworkers took a more vocal position against the Hartz legislation as it worked its way through the parliamentary committees—though some evidence suggests that they were motivated to maintain unemployment support of long duration, in large part because it had traditionally provided the “bridge” to full pensions on which early retirement agreements with employers rested.103 In fact, the union confederation representative who was directly involved in a government reform commission at this time was herself “publicly critical of the tendency of the manufacturing unions to protect insiders.”104 Low-skill workers and service-sector unions such as ver.di, by contrast, were justifiably concerned both about the activation rules and associated wage effects since ALG II recipients have to accept any legal job they are offered, whether or not it is covered by a collective bargain.105

There is also a strong regional dimension to the impact of Hartz IV since the hardships it imposed were far more likely to be borne by workers in the East. There, long-term unemployment is a much bigger problem than in the West and collective bargaining coverage (which, as noted, increasingly since the 1980s has included protections against layoffs of older and/or long-serving workers) is much lower.106 Before the law took effect, there had been some protest in the West, but once the cuts to long-term unemployment assistance were being implemented, the demonstrations were
almost exclusively concentrated in the East. When letters went out in July 2004 to all unemployment assistance recipients, to assess their eligibility for benefits under Hartz IV, this triggered weekly protests that ran through August. But the vast majority of these “Monday demonstrations” (harking back to the Monday demonstrations that had precipitated the fall of the communist regime) took place in the East. While some low-skill unions such as ver.di participated, the national trade union confederation (DGB) declined to call its members out (citing possible political exploitation of the demonstrations by the radical right). But what was very clear by this time—just one year after the metalworking strike had collapsed because Western workers councils refused to shut down production in support of strikes in the East—was that the willingness of Western members to fight battles for Eastern workers was fully exhausted.

Moreover, analyses that code Hartz IV as a straightforward instance of “liberalization” tend to focus almost exclusively on the cuts to regular workers on the benefit side. By doing so they miss the fact that, on the financing side, Hartz IV shores up the traditional model by preserving a social insurance logic for core constituencies—above all skilled workers in manufacturing—while for others less tightly linked to the labor market “social benefits break with the principle of status-protection and turn more and more into a basic protection regime.” In some ways, this trend is therefore in line with demands made by the social insurance institutions since the 1990s, “that benefit components not based on contributions out of own earnings (versicherungsfremde Leistungen) should not be borne by the community of insured” but rather by the state.” The Hartz reforms thus move toward a system organized more around poverty reduction than income or status maintenance for labor market “outsiders,” including—all important—financing that relies on taxation to support the (noncontributing) working poor. Thus, viewed from the finance (as opposed to benefit) side, this change has shored up the traditional insurance funds—so much so that contributions for regular workers (and their employers) could be lowered from 6.5 percent to 4.2 percent in 2007 and further to 3.3 percent by 2008.

In sum, these measures preserve a social insurance logic for core constituencies even as they recognize that the days are over when benefits to male breadwinners in manufacturing will suffice to cover all. In this context, it is noteworthy that recent proposals to revise Hartz IV do not attack the core logic that separates contributory social insurance from income-tested social assistance. They focus, rather, on (re-)extending insurance coverage to reincorporate long-time contributing “standard” workers. Thus, in December 2007, the Grand Coalition government amended the unemployment rules to allow unemployed persons older than the age of fifty to draw regular unemployment benefits for fifteen (rather than twelve) months, for those fifty-five and older for eighteen months, and for those fifty-eight and older for two years.

Summing up developments in welfare reform in both countries, we can observe that the past two decades served to reinforce the broader trend toward dualization. When the reform process began in the 1990s, the proposed changes were not presented as a means of dismantling the Bismarckian welfare state but of shoring it up in a changed economic environment (slow growth, high unemployment, aging population). At that time and in later reforms, the main techniques and policies used to reduce welfare
benefits often referred to the foundational principles of the system—that is, the link between work and welfare rights. Recent reforms have increased the “contributivity” of the benefits, that is, they have strengthened the link between the amount of contribution and the volume of the benefits (through a change in the calculation formula and/or stricter entitlement rules). They relied on the already existing logic of these social insurance schemes (where one earns the right to social benefits by paying social contributions), even though these reforms usually meant a shift away from redistributive (horizontal and vertical) toward actuarial principles and a reduction in the coverage of social insurance.

Moreover, many of these changes have been framed as part of a quid pro quo—one that is based on the distinction between what should remain in the world of occupational social protection (and be financed through contributions) and what should be distinguished as a new world of social protection, aimed at those with atypical employment situations (and financed through taxation). Retrenchment in social insurance programs thus reinforces dualism to the extent that it is accompanied by a clarification of responsibility, and a shift in funding as the welfare system has come to rely more heavily on taxation to support the (noncontributing) working poor.

Before concluding, it is perhaps worth reemphasizing that these changes, while significant, do not signal the “Americanization” of the French and German social models. Atypical jobs are still subject to extensive state regulation, and even outsiders benefit from state support so that a minimum income is guaranteed. In Germany, for example, Hartz IV—widely considered the harshest of the recent reforms—actually provided a boost for an estimated one-third of those who were previously in the lowest tier of the old social assistance system. Single mothers are no longer forced to turn to their parents for support before becoming eligible for public benefits, enjoying for the first time an entitlement that is completely independent of their families. At the same time, however, it is clear that the developments we have described here have played a role in the observed increases in income inequality and poverty that Germany has experienced since the mid-1980s—even if the overall levels are still well below those of the United States.

France has actually fared rather better in this regard, with stable (and prior to 1995, even slightly declining) income inequality and poverty rates. Although somewhat paradoxical at first glance, it is also consistent with the logic of our argument that of the two countries we have analyzed here, the one with weaker unions and employer associations (but a stronger state) has so far been more successful in stemming the rise of inequality and poverty through policies that compensate for trends unfolding in the market. The development of RMI and the eight other social minima in France guarantee that nobody can be left without any support. The new Revenu de Solidarité Active (RSA) is even promising a better situation for those who accept some activity, providing social contribution exemptions to employers hiring RMI beneficiaries or long-term unemployed and guaranteeing a negative income tax to the new low-wage workers so that they get at least 200 Euro more than what the RMI would have provided. Despite an increasing bifurcation in the logic of the old and new systems of social protection,
the expansion of the basic safety net has provided some check on the growth of poverty in France.

**Conclusion**

By tracing the interrelated changes in industrial relations, labor market policy, and welfare reforms in Germany and France, we have shown that instead of a process of liberalization within these “coordinated” market economies, continental CMEs like these two appear to be building a new (less egalitarian but possibly quite robust) equilibrium to adapt their political economies to the new, more competitive international economic context. Recent developments and reforms across all three arenas have mostly spared the core workforce in the ways we have described above, even as they have involved some redistribution among the lowest income groups—redounding to the disadvantage of low-wage workers but benefiting some of the most marginal segments of society.

However, even if Germany and France have not sunk to the American model, the developments we document here represent an important break from the past. In each of the realms we have analyzed—industrial relations, labor market policy, social protection—the changes we observe have mostly been gradual and undertaken in the name of stability, billed as necessary adjustments to preserve core economic activities and the existing institutions around them. What has disappeared, though, is the capacity of the model to be encompassing and to cover all citizens under one type of work contract and social protection. In both countries, the industrial relations system has seen a gradual erosion that has proceeded not so much through rupture or even a full-frontal attack by employers but rather through the effects on the periphery of cooperation between labor and management in a still-solid core. In Germany its center is in large manufacturing companies, and in France in large manufacturing and large high-skill service sector firms. Related to this, labor market reforms have generally promoted developments in which the status and privileges of labor market insiders remain relatively well protected, with the flexibility necessary to stabilize the core being achieved at the expense of a growing number of workers in “atypical” or “nonstandard” employment relationships. Welfare reforms are also characterized by a gradual dualization, with a sharper line being drawn between occupational insurance/contributory benefits for core workers and a new but growing world of assistance and in-work/noncontributory benefits for labor market outsiders.
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